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Abstract

Mixing in the ocean interior clearly draws its energy from the internal wave field. The pathway is often described as “Internal

wave breaking“, contrary to the observation that the smallest vertical internal wave scales are larger than the largest turbulence

scales. Evidence for a different pathway is reviewed here: Internal waves generate patches of LAST, “layered stratified turbu-

lence”, a well-characterized class of motions distinct from internal waves and three-dimensional turbulence. LAST dominates

the dynamics in the ‘–1’ range of vertical wavenumbers between internal waves and turbulence. It is possibly generated at tran-

sient critical layers, cascades energy to smaller scales and dissipates by generating patches of turbulence and mixing through

shear instability. The existence of such patches is well-documented and the limited data suggests that they produce most of

the mixing. The mixing efficiency is set by the properties of LAST, not the properties of internal waves.
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Key Points:6

• Emerging observations, modeling and theory indicate that mixing in the ocean in-7

terior is usually not directly due to breaking internal waves8

• Instead internal waves create patches of layered stratified turbulence that breaks9

to create 3D turbulence by shear instability10

• Mixing efficiency is thus set by the properties of the layered stratified turbulence,11

not the internal waves12
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Abstract13

Mixing in the ocean interior clearly draws its energy from the internal wave field. The14

pathway is often described as “Internal wave breaking”, contrary to the observation that15

the smallest vertical internal wave scales are larger than the largest turbulence scales.16

Evidence for a different pathway is reviewed here: Internal waves generate patches of LAST,17

“layered stratified turbulence”, a well-characterized class of motions distinct from inter-18

nal waves and three-dimensional turbulence. LAST dominates the dynamics in the ’–19

1’ range of vertical wavenumbers between internal waves and turbulence. It is possibly20

generated at transient critical layers, cascades energy to smaller scales and dissipates by21

generating patches of turbulence and mixing through shear instability. The existence of22

such patches is well-documented and the limited data suggests that they produce most23

of the mixing. The mixing efficiency is set by the properties of LAST, not the proper-24

ties of internal waves.25

Plain Language Summary26

The mixing of temperature and salinity in the ocean is an important part of the27

overall ocean circulation. Waves within the ocean generated at the surface and bottom28

are believed to cause this mixing although the exact mechanisms by which this occurs29

have not been well characterized. Here, a new pathway is suggested: The mixing is not30

caused directly by the breakdown of these waves as is commonly thought. Instead, the31

waves create a new type of oceanic motion consisting of thin flat pancake eddies and these32

eddies breakdown to cause the mixing.33

1 Introduction34

A recent book on ocean mixing (Garabato & Meredith, 2022) places the study of35

ocean mixing at a watershed. It is becoming a mature field, with well-established knowl-36

edge gained from decades of study, well poised to integrate this knowledge with the wider37

study of the oceans and earth. Nevertheless, some foundational issues still remain. One38

is reviewed here: The relationship between internal waves and mixing.39

Our understanding of the sequence of processes that produce diapycnal mixing in40

the ocean interior has been broadly stable since the mid-1990s (D’Asaro, 1991). Inter-41

nal waves are generated by wind at the surface and by the barotropic tide working on42

rough topography. These mostly generate low mode tidal and inertial frequency waves43

which can propagate long distances and fill the ocean basins with internal waves. Thus44

internal waves exist at similar levels over most of the open ocean, a surprising result that45

dominated early research (Wunsch & Webb, 1979). Some waves are dissipated locally,46

so that significant hot spots also exist (Rudnick et al., 2003), as well as broad regions47

with lower levels. In all of these locations, wave-wave interactions move energy from the48

low modes to a spectrum of higher modes and constrain the frequency-wavenumber spec-49

trum of the waves to a nearly universal shape, the Garrett-Munk spectrum (Müller et50

al., 1986). Most importantly, the rate of energy transfer from large to small scales by51

wave-wave interactions depends on the internal wave energy level (M. C. Gregg, 1989).52

If this rate of energy transfer is assumed to be the energy input to turbulence, and a mix-53

ing efficiency is assumed (M. C. Gregg et al., 2018), then the mixing rate can be calcu-54

lated. Thus the time and space distribution of mixing can be related to the generation,55

propagation and dissipation of internal waves. This powerful result has dominated re-56

search for the last 30 years (MacKinnon et al., 2017; C. B. Whalen et al., 2020), leav-57

ing the issue of exactly how energy gets from the internal waves to the mixing unresolved.58

I address this issue here.59
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Figure 1. Scales and processes leading to diapycnal mixing in the ocean interior. Vertical

wavelengths are appropriate for a roughly Garrett-Munk energy level. The change in spectral

levels with higher internal wave energy is shown by the light gray lines. The blue arrows show

parameterizations that allow energy flux from waves to turbulence to be calculated.

2 FineScale Parameterizations of mixing rate60

Our understanding is often presented in terms of vertical wavenumber spectra. Fig-61

ure 1 shows an idealized spectrum of the vertical wavenumber spectrum ΦSS(m) of the62

vertical shear, i.e. the average of the spectra of uz and vz where u and v are the hori-63

zontal velocity components and the subscript denotes the vertical z derivative. The spec-64

tra are scaled by the buoyancy frequency N , most strictly in a WKB-sense, although this65

is unimportant here. The scaled (or unscaled) spectra span a range of about 106 in scale,66

from wavelength of the lowest modes, to the mm scales of molecular diffusion. The shape67

and scalings are based on measurements across this entire range (M. Gregg et al., 1993;68

Gargett et al., 1981), although only occasionally at the same time and place. It thus broadly69

summarizes many decades of open ocean observations.70

Starting on the left of Figure 1, wind and tides flux energy into the lowest few modes,71

with a lowest wavenumber of m1. These waves are only weakly nonlinear so they can be72

dramatically more energetic near sources and can propagate long distances away from73

their sources. The shorter waves have stronger nonlinear interactions, resulting in a shear74

spectrum ΦSS(m) that is close to white, as described in the Garrett-Munk spectrum. Thus,75

the energy is concentrated in the low modes and the shear is concentrated in the shorter76

waves. Wave-wave interaction theory scales the rate at which energy is fluxed toward77

the shorter waves with the level of the shear spectrum squared. D’Asaro and Lien (2000)78

summarize these parameterizations as79

ε =
I0
Fr2c

N2fΦ2
iw, (1)

where I0 = 0.15 combines various arbitrary “GM” scales, assumed energy ratios and80

spectral reflection coefficients, f is the Coriolis frequency and Φiw is the level of the un-81

scaled shear spectrum. The smallest internal waves have a wavenumber mc such that82

the Froude function83

F(mc) =

∫ mc

m1

ΦSS(m)

N2
dm = Frc (2)

equals a critical value Frc of approximately 1. With this assumption, the shear due to84

internal waves is about N, or equivalently, the Richardson number due to internal waves85

is about 1. The energy flux ε toward small scales due to wave-wave interactions is thus86

computed from (1) using values of Φiw near mc as described in more detail by Polzin et87

al. (2014).88
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At vertical wavenumbers larger than mc, the shear spectrum decreases with a slope89

of about -1 (Gargett et al., 1981) until a wavenumber of about mO = 1/LO, the Ozmi-90

dov wavenumber, where LO = (ε/N3)1/2 is the Ozmidov length. This is the largest scale91

of three dimensional turbulence and similar to the overturning (“Thorpe”) scale (S. A. Thorpe,92

1977; Dillon, 1982; Smyth et al., 2001). Higher wavenumbers have an inertial subrange93

spectrum with a slope of +1/3 from approximately mO to the Kolomogov wavenumber94

mK . Mixing of temperature and salinity driven by this turbulence occur at even smaller95

scales, the Batchelor scale (Batchelor, 1959; Nash & Moum, 2002). The rate of mixing96

can be computed from the diapycnal diffusivity97

Kρ = γε/N2 (3)

(Osborn, 1980), where γ is the ‘mixing coefficient’, one of several possible varieties of mix-98

ing efficiencies (M. C. Gregg et al., 2018).99

“Finescale Parameterizations” (Polzin et al., 2014) combine variants of (1) and (2)100

to compute ε. Values of γ are then assumed and (3) used to compute Kρ. The combi-101

nation derives mixing rates at cm and mm scales from measurements of internal wave102

properties at 10’s of meter scales. Variants of this approach (Kunze et al., 2006) use den-103

sity profiles, rather than shear to estimate ε and have thus been able to compute diapy-104

cnal diffusivities from the millions of such profiles made from ships and profiling floats,105

thereby producing global maps of Kρ (C. Whalen et al., 2012).106

Such success and wide usage prompts a careful reexamination of the assumptions107

of this method. As sketched in Figure 1, the finescale parameterization and mixing ef-108

ficiency assumptions jump over at least 3 orders of magnitude in scale, likely oversim-109

plifying the physics of multiple processes. In particular, a recent vigorous debate about110

appropriate values of the mixing efficiency is summarized in M. C. Gregg et al. (2018)111

as “[S]ubstantial disagreements remain about mixing efficiency and coefficients, with es-112

timates varying up to fivefold... A community effort is needed to focus observational, lab-113

oratory, and numerical approaches to mixing efficiency and mixing coefficients. To fo-114

cus laboratory and numerical studies on relevant mechanisms and intensities, endeav-115

ors should begin with determining the mechanisms producing mixing in the ocean.”116

3 Turbulent Patches117

Turbulence in the ocean pycnocline is not randomly distributed but occurs in patches118

of high and low energy as shown in Figure 2. These are not explained by the standard119

models of ocean mixing, e.g. Figure 1, but may have an important role in mixing pro-120

cesses. Studies of turbulent patches have been limited, and mostly date from several decades121

ago. Based on this limited data, typical properties of turbulent patches are:122

1. “Most mixing does not occur as isolated ... instabilities, but is formed in mixing123

zones containing many localized instabilities” (M. C. Gregg, 1984) .124

2. Typical scales are 1-10m vertically and 50m-10km horizontally with an aspect ra-125

tio of about 1:100 (Rosenblum & Marmorino, 1990).126

3. Patch scales are much larger than turbulent overturning scales. For example for127

the data in Figure 2, the Ozmidov scale is less than 20cm.128

4. The patches are associated with near-inertial velocity features, as seen near 50m129

and 180m in Figure 2 and in Marmorino et al. (1987). Statistically, the strongest130

patches occur with the lowest Richardson numbers (Mack & Schoeberlein, 2004).131

Patches are smaller than the internal wave scales and larger than the Ozmidov scale132

and thus exist within the ‘-1’ vertical wavenumber band. Thus, the spectral properties133
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Figure 2. Turbulent patches measured using from microstructure profiles following a drogued

buoy. Contours and shading show dissipation rate for a set of profile bursts, each containing

3-20 profiles and averaged to uniform 0.5 m bins. Red lines show one component of the inertial

velocity computed from XCP velocity profiles every 1/4 inertial period. Figure modified from

(M. C. Gregg et al., 1986).

of this range will be added to the list and the name Patch Scales used as a more descrip-134

tive synonym.135

5. The vertical wavenumber shear spectrum has a slope is -1. As the energy flux ε136

increases, the spectra evolve as shown by the light gray line in Figure 1. The in-137

ternal wave spectral level increases and the turbulence spectral level increases more,138

as specified by (1). However, the spectral level of the patch scale remains unchanged,139

although its endpoints mc and mO move to lower wavenumber and the shear vari-140

ance between them increases. There is considerable experimental support for this141

result, with very similar scaled spectral levels found both in the ocean (Gargett142

et al., 1981; M. Gregg et al., 1993; Winkel, 1998) and in the middle atmosphere143

(Smith et al., 1987; Fritts, 1989; Allen & Vincent, 1995).144

6. A similar spectrum is found for density fluctuations, but is not discussed here (M. C. Gregg,145

1987).146

Measurements by Klymak and Moum (2007) provide a crucial key to understand-147

ing the dynamics of the patch scales. Horizontal tows near Hawaii measured horizontal148

wavenumber spectra of the slope of isotherms and dissipation rate across a broad range149

of internal wave and mixing intensities (Figure 3). The spectra are fit accurately using150

the same model used to fit vertical wavenumber spectra: the sum of an inertial subrange151

with a slope of +1/3 and a small correction for the inertial-diffusive subrange at high152

wavenumber.153

Φζx(α) = χζ [CT ε
− 1

3α
1
3 + qν−

1
2 ε−

1
2α] (4)

where α = 2πkx is the wavenumber in rad/m; ν is the viscosity and CT and q are em-154

pirical constants. The spectral shape, inside the brackets, is set only by ε; the spectral155

level is set by χζ . For vertical wavenumber spectra standard microstructure methods in-156

terpret χζ as the dissipation rates of temperature variance scaled by the mean vertical157

–5–
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Figure 3. Horizontal wavenumber spectra of isopycnal slope near Hawaii for 4 regions with

varying diapcynal diffusivities Kρ computed from (3) rates. Red line has a slope of +1/3. Anno-

tation on bottom axis indicates wavelength and range of Ozmidov wavenumbers. Figure modified

from Klymak and Moum (2007).

gradient and ε as the dissipation rate of energy. However, for three-dimensional turbu-158

lence, this only applies for scales less than the Ozmidov scale. These observations, show159

the same spectral forms at scales 10 to 100 times larger. This suggests a similar turbu-160

lent cascade of both temperature and energy to small scales but carried by dominantly161

horizontal motions. This flow is therefore highly anisotropic and not standard 3D tur-162

bulence.163

4 Layered Stratified Turbulence164

These properties of the patch scales do not match those of either internal waves165

or three-dimensional turbulence and thus defied interpretation from many years. Since166

the early days of internal wave research, the presence of significant velocity and density167

signatures that are inconsistent with internal wave dynamics has been apparent (Müller168

et al., 1978). These were often explained by the presence of a ’vortical mode’ (Müller169

et al., 1986), different from internal waves because of its large potential vorticity com-170

ponent and different from 3-D turbulence because of its large anisotropy. However, this171

was not usually evoked as an explanation of the ’–1’ spectral regime.172

Riley and Lindborg (2008) argue that the patch scales are dominated by a well-173

defined class of motions that are neither internal waves or 3-D turbulence. Falder et al.174

(2016) suggest the name LAST (“Layered Stratified Turbulence”) to discriminate this175

from 3-D turbulence modified by stratification. Phenomenologically, consider the wake176

of a body towed through a stratified fluid (Lin & Pao, 1979) as described in Riley and177

Lelong (2000): “the near-field wake, in which [Fr] was rather large, remained approx-178

imately the same as in ... nonstratified experiments. In the far field, as the wake turbu-179

lence decayed, [Fr] became small and buoyancy forces became dominant, and the be-180

havior of the wake changed dramatically. The wake appeared to consist of quasi-horizontal181

motions, reminiscent of a two-dimensional wake, but undulating in a sea of internal waves.182

These quasi horizontal motions appeared to have considerable vertical structure.” In short,183

strong forcing excited a combination of 3D turbulence that decayed, internal waves that184

propagated into the entire domain, and LAST that became most prominent as the waves185

and turbulence decayed.186

–6–
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LAST has been the subject of numerous theoretical and numerical studies in the187

last decade (Billant & Chomaz, 2001; Bartello & Tobias, 2013; Portwood et al., 2016;188

Maffioli et al., 2016; Maffioli & Davidson, 2016; Maffioli, 2017; Howland et al., 2021; Chini189

et al., 2022). These have clearly defined its major properties. It occurs in the limit of190

high Reynolds number, small horizontal Froude number:191

Fr ≡ U/NL << 1 (5)

and small aspect ratio192

Z/L << 1 (6)

where U , L, h, and N are typical scales for horizontal velocity, horizontal scale, verti-193

cal scale and vertical density stratification, respectively. Under these conditions (Billant194

& Chomaz, 2001) the flow adjusts so that the vertical Froude number195

Fz ≡ U/NZ ≈ 1, (7)

are much larger than the Ozmidov scale,196

Z >> LO. (8)

The horizontal momentum balance is primarily advective, and energy cascades to small197

scales at a rate198

ε ≈ U3/L. (9)

Following standard cascade arguments from 3D turbulence, the horizontal wavenumber199

spectra of velocity and density should have a -5/3 spectral slope; this is found in sim-200

ulations (Maffioli, 2017). Despite the large aspect ratio, vertical velocities in LAST are201

strong enough to play an important dynamical role; the flow is not two-dimensional and202

a forward energy cascade, not inverse, cascade occurs. Furthermore, (7) implies that the203

vertical wavenumber spectrum of shear should scale as204

ΦUz
≈ N2/kz (10)

independent of ε. Kunze (2019) argues that the aspect ratio is limited by rotation so that205

Z/L > f/N (11)

These properties fit those observed for the Patch Scales in Section 2 above, implying that206

the Patch Scales are dominated by LAST. This argument is supported by the more de-207

tailed review of the observations and their synthesis into a model of spectral shapes by208

Kunze (2019) and the more detailed measurements of these by Vladoiu et al. (2022).209

5 Generation of LAST210

As in Figure 1, we expect that the energy cascade from internal waves to 3D tur-211

bulence passes through the Patch Scales. If these are mostly LAST, then LAST must212

be generated by internal waves with vertical wavenumbers near mc. However, for inter-213

nal waves vorticity is dominantly horizontal, aligned with isopycnals, so the Ertel po-214

tential vorticity (PV) is small, zero in simple linear waves. For LAST, the vorticity is215

dominantly vertical, perpendicular to isopycnals, so Ertel potential vorticity anomalies216

are large. The creation of LAST from internal waves therefore requires the creation of217

PV anomalies.218

Finescale parameterizations are based on models of wave/wave interaction. A dom-219

inant class of these interactions is “induced diffusion” (Müller et al., 1986; Polzin et al.,220

2014) which can be represented as the refraction of small waves in a larger scale shear.221

The larger waves are only weakly nonlinear and can be modeled by weak wave-wave in-222

teraction theory (McComas & Müller, 1981); for smaller, more nonlinear waves, eikonal223

–7–
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Figure 4. Cartoon of the proposed path from waves to turbulence in the ocean. A spectrum

of small scale internal waves propagating in the shear of larger waves encounter three-dimensional

critical layers where they stall, dissipate and transfer their energy to a patch of Layered Stratified

Turbulence (LAST). The LAST cascades the energy to smaller scales, creating three-dimensional

turbulence and mixing through shear instability.

or ray-tracing methods can be used (Henyey, 1991; Henyey et al., 1986). Although both224

yield predictions with similar scalings, the eikonal model is more appropriate for the smaller225

scales on which finescale parameterizations are applicable. Test waves are propagated226

through a background shear flow of other waves using ray theory. Their vertical wavenum-227

ber changes as they propagate. If the wavenumber becomes too large, the wave is assumed228

to dissipate to turbulence. The flux of energy to turbulence is taken as the sum of these229

individual dissipation events. This typically occurs close to a “critical layer” (Figure 4)230

where the horizontal phase speed c of the wave matches the background velocity, U(zc) =231

c. As the wave approaches zc, the vertical group velocity tends to zero and the energy232

density and shear grow indefinitely. For any particular set of waves, these layers are tran-233

sient, changing in depth and location as the larger scale currents vary. For an ensem-234

ble of different waves, the different waves will have critical layers at different locations235

creating distinct patterns: (Henyey, 1984): A typical critical level occurs at a “high-shear236

region is embedded in a much larger region with an average shear which is large and of237

the same sign as the smaller scale shear and ...not “shadowed” by a velocity peak...50-238

100 meters higher up...The critical layer has a large vertical extent – it is perhaps 20 me-239

ters thick.” Qualitatively, this matches properties #1, #2 and #4 of turbulent patches240

in Section 2 above, supporting the idea that patches occur at critical layers and that they241

are important.242

The qualitative behavior of simple critical layers is well known. For small ampli-243

tude waves Booker and Bretherton (1967) show that as long as the Richardson number244

of the background shear is slightly larger than 0.25, almost all of the wave energy is trans-245

ferred to the background flow, accelerating it in the direction of the wave propagation246

as sketched in Figure 4. Numerical and laboratory (S. Thorpe, 1981) simulations con-247

firm this behavior, but show significant wave reflection for small Richardson number (Jones,248

1968; Breeding, 1971). For finite amplitude waves, low resolution numerical simulations249

(Winters & D’Asaro, 1994) and laboratory studies (Dörnbrack, 1998) show instabilities250

near the critical layers that dissipate 20-30% of the unreflected wave energy with the re-251

maining 70-80% of the wave energy accelerating the mean flow. Thus the primary ef-252

fect of critical layers is to convert the energy of the waves to energy of the non-wave flow,253

mostly the mean kinetic energy, but also some turbulence.254

–8–
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To create LAST, much of the energy given up by the waves must be associated with255

PV anomalies. Bühler and McIntyre (2005) address this issue by noting that the non-256

linear advection by an isolated bounded internal wave packet, e.g. its Stokes drift, has257

a Lagrangian potential vorticity dipole aligned in the direction of propagation. Since with-258

out dissipation the potential vorticity of the fluid cannot change, a propagating packet259

must be accompanied by an Eulerian vortex dipole that cancels the packet’s PV. When260

the wave dissipates, the Eulerian vortex remains, creating PV anomalies. This physics261

is not captured by the classical critical layer calculations and simulations, because the262

2D wave packets considered in these have no lateral variability and thus no Lagrangian263

PV. The Booker and Bretherton (1967) calculation, for example, has zero PV through-264

out. In Winters and D’Asaro (1994), the flow is initially zero PV; only about 20-30% of265

the energy ends up in PV modes, mostly through the instabilities. Robust generation266

of LAST requires that most of the wave energy be transferred to PV modes. For this to267

occur, three-dimensional wave packets with gradients in directions perpendicular to the268

propagation direction and therefore capable of carrying PV need to be modeled.269

6 A New Path to Turbulence?270

6.1 Hypotheses271

Figure 4 summarizes a new proposed path from internal waves to mixing. As in272

the current synthesis, low-mode internal waves generated by wind and tide generate a273

broad spectrum of waves via wave-wave interactions. The following hypotheses describe274

the subsequent path from the waves to turbulence:275

• A: Small scale internal waves break down into patches of turbulence and Layered276

Anisotropic Turbulence (LAST) at transient critical layers associated with regions277

of large vertical internal wave and/or geostrophic shear. The size and location of278

these patches are set by the dynamics of the critical layers.279

• B: Energy is transferred from the internal wave scales to turbulence by LAST. The280

properties of the scales between internal waves and turbulence, the ‘Patch Scales’,281

are set by the dynamics of LAST within the patches.282

• C: LAST generates turbulence through shear instability near the Ozmidov scale.283

The properties of the turbulence, including the mixing efficiency, are set by the284

details of these instabilities.285

6.2 Discussion286

Hypothesis B rests on strong evidence that the ‘–1’ spectral regime is dominated287

by LAST. As described above and elaborated by Kunze (2019), the observed vertical and288

horizontal wavenumber spectra, their scalings, and the apparent quasi-horizontal energy289

cascade are consistent with LAST.290

Hypothesis C seems likely given hypothesis B. Maffioli et al. (2016) simulates the291

mixing efficiency for LAST as a function of Fr finding a value of about 0.3 for the small-292

est values. However, the wide range of scales in oceanic LAST makes this a challenging293

numerical problem (Chini et al., 2022) that has yet to be fully addressed.294

Hypothesis A is the most speculative. Hypothesis B clearly implies an energy trans-295

fer from internal waves to LAST. Kunze (2019) hypothesized an unspecified internal wave296

instability to accomplish this. Critical layers are presented here as a more concrete al-297

ternative. Nevertheless, we know little about the properties of turbulent patches, about298

the properties of the internal wave packets that are hypothesized to create these patches,299

or the detailed theory necessary to predict the patch properties from the wave proper-300

–9–
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ties. In particular, the mechanisms by which internal waves create the PV anomalies es-301

sential to LAST remain obscure. Both the three-dimensionality of the internal wave pack-302

ets and the dissipative effects of turbulence appear to play a crucial role.303

7 Implications304

This review summarizes and elaborates on several decades of research indicating305

that internal wave breaking does not directly cause turbulence in the ocean interior. In-306

stead, the internal waves create LAST, and LAST creates turbulence. This has little im-307

pact on the utility of finescale parameterizations to estimate the energy transfer from308

internal waves to mixing. However, by focusing studies of oceanic mixing efficiency on309

LAST instead of on internal waves it may help the ocean mixing community converge310

on mixing efficiency estimates that are appropriate for the real ocean, as recommended311

by M. C. Gregg et al. (2018).312

Dye observations consistently show a small-scale along-isopycnal diffusivity of roughly313

1m2s−1 in the ocean interior more, than can be explained by shear dispersion (Sundermeyer314

et al., 2020) . Explanations have included nonlinear internal wave transport (Bühler et315

al., 2013) and PV generation by diapycnal mixing events and weak wave/wave/vortex316

interaction (Sundermeyer & Lelong, 2005). LAST is intrinsically dispersive in the hor-317

izontal as it is both vortical and dissipative. The work reviewed here suggests that this318

lateral dispersion is intimately connected with diapycnal dispersion: both are supported319

by the energy cascade ε from waves to turbulence. LAST is responsible for the lateral320

dispersion, perhaps with the traditional dispersion rate proportional to (εL4)1/3; turbu-321

lence is responsible the diapycnal dispersion at a rate proportional to ε/N2 (3). This very322

different scaling with ε and N can perhaps provide a test of this hypothesis.323

The canonical spectrum of shear in the ocean interior (Figure 1) shows a mixture324

of internal waves, LAST and turbulence. D’Asaro and Lien (2000) show that this breaks325

down for sufficiently strong forcing. As the internal wave energy increases, mc decreases326

until the bandwidth of the internal wave regime, mc−m1 goes to zero. This occurs when327

Fz (7) becomes order one. D’Asaro and Lien (2000) show data indicating that although328

the internal wave regime disappears, the “-1” region remains. In this case, the forcing329

directly creates LAST. D’Asaro and Lien (2000) call this the “Wave-Turbulence Tran-330

sition”, but it should be more properly called the “LAST-Wave Transition.” At lower331

energies, ε varies as energy squared, as in (1); at higher energies ε varies linearly with332

energy. The observations by Bouruet-Aubertot et al. (2010) of a linear relationship be-333

tween dissipation and energy level in the strongly forced flows in Rockall Channel sup-334

port this idea. More generally, the recognition that LAST is a distinct and important335

mode of oceanic motion, worthy of much additional study, is likely to result in finding336

it frequently in a wide range of environments.337
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